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Brief description of the school: You may wish to use information from Ofsted, RAISEonline or similar. Also include any changes since completing the School Self-Evaluation Form (SSEF)
that are significant to the BPTAA, e.g. management changes, new buildings, community context.

• Feb 2016 School judged to be outstanding by OFSTED
• June 2016 school judged to be outstanding by Manchester Diocese SIAMS
• December 2016 Bolton News Primary School of the Year
• June 2016 Finalist in TES Primary School of the year
• June 2016 - school designated a National Support school by NCTL
• From Sep 2012 the school increased from a single form to a 2 form entry school, beginning with an intake of 60 children into the reception class. NOR Data in ASP is incorrect - the
school currently has 390 children on roll. The school has recently undergone a significant building project to convert the 2 storey Victorian building to a modern 2 form entry primary
school, with space for 14 classes. Even with significant improvements having been made to the internal structure of the building the site continues to have very little play space and no
directly accessible playing field.
• The school is the lead school for a cluster of forward thinking schools who have a partnership with St. James teaching school and MMU as a school direct training school.
• School to school support; The head teacher is designated as an NLE and is a pupil premium reviewer.
• The school Inclusion leader is an SLE with St. James’ teaching school.
• The school literacy leader is an SLE with St. James’ teaching school
• The Ks1 leader is an SLE with St. James teaching school
• The EYFS lead, Ks1 lead and Ks2 lead are all assessment moderators for the local authority.
• The KS2 leader is a trained moderator with STA.
• We have the following externally validated awards; Basic Skills Quality Mark (6 time renewed), Investors In People – silver, Activmark 2007, 2008, Artsmark – Gold (2017), Naace
fully accredited ICT Mark Oct 2010, renewed January 2014, Leading Parent Partnership Award (2), RE quality mark (gold), Inclusion Quality Mark, Sainsburys PE quality mark
(bronze), green flag
• Deprivation is high and rising; In Jan 2016 PLASC 96.3% (92.0% 2012) of pupils on roll at St Peter's lived in an LSOA in Bolton which is one of the most deprived 30% of LSOAs
in England, with 41.9% (36.8% 2012) of pupils living in an LSOA in Bolton which is one of the most deprived 10% of LSOAs in England. The school has a high % of children eligible
for the pupil premium (51.2%), well within the top quintile and well above the national average of 26.6%.
• The schools deprivation indicator is 0.35(top quintile)
• ROL states that 50% are deemed disadvantaged. This places the school at a PR of 11/100 in the country for % disadvantaged on roll.
• In 2017 19/29 Year 6 children (66%) were classified as disadvantaged. Despite this 69% achieved ARE in reading/writing/maths combined compared to 61% nationally. This is due
to the exceptional progress made by the middle PA group and the No SEN group, converting their PA to age related expectation at a higher conversion rate than that found nationally.
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Objective 1

The school demonstrates a commitment to work towards
achieving the Best Practice with Teaching Assistants Award.

Key performance indicator
1.1 BPTAA coordinator is in place.

1.2 The statement of commitment is
signed and stored in the portfolio
of evidence.

1.3 A commitment to achieving the BPTAA
is shared with all BPTAA partners:
teaching and support staff, parents,
pupils and governors.
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Who will deliver and
monitor the action?

When will the action
be taken?

Coordinator to be chosen.
N Smith

N. Smith
Lynn Williams.

October 2017

List of names and working group
members.

N. Smith to sign the document.
N Smith to acquire the signatures of the
Head Teacher and the Chair of Governors.

N Smith.

12.3.18

Copy of statement of commitment.

N. Smith to share information regarding the
award to the Teaching Staff.

N Smith

15.11.17

Action to be taken

N. Smith to share information regarding the
award to the Teaching Assistant Staff at
their time tabled training sessions.
Governors to be informed regarding the
award
Parents to be informed by placing the
statement of commitment on the notice
board.
3 of 23

27.11.17
1.12.17
4.12.17
8.12.17

Evidence to be provided

At least one piece of evidence for each
group that demonstrates how they were
given initial information about the BPTAA,
e.g. staff meeting minutes, website,
parents’ newsletter, minutes of school
council meeting, noticeboard, minutes
of governors’ meeting or presentation to
governors.

15.3.18
15.3.18
(continued)

Objective 1

Best
Practice
with Teaching
Assistants
Award

(continued)

The school demonstrates a commitment to work towards
achieving the Best Practice with Teaching Assistants Award.

Key performance indicator
1.4 There is evidence that local partners
who support the work of teaching
assistants, for example outreach
services and health professionals, have
been informed about the BPTAA and
have been encouraged to become
involved.

1.5 The BPTAA School Self-Evaluation Form
is completed and emailed to the
BPTAA office.
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Who will deliver and
monitor the action?

When will the action
be taken?

All staff that work with local partners have
been advised by N. Smith to ask if they are
aware of the letters sent by the Head
Teacher and the SENCO,
To discuss with the partner how they could
contribute to us achieving this award.

N. Smith
L.Williams

Continuously
through the year
when various
meetings take place.

Self evaluation completed in November.

L.Williams

Action to be taken

L. Williams

Evidence to be provided
Copy of letters, emails or minutes of
meetings that have been used to inform
partners who support the work of teaching
assistants.
List of partners involved.

A copy of the completed School SelfEvaluation Form.
Collated results of the Teacher Evaluation
and Teaching Assistant Evaluation
(optional).
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Objective 2

The school makes and implements effective plans to achieve
and maintain the Best Practice with Teaching Assistants Award

Key performance indicator
2.1 Evidence exists of the school’s fully
completed Action Plan using the
BPTAA pro forma.

2.2 Up-to-date information and on-going
involvement keeps all key partners in
touch with developments and progress
towards achieving the BPTAA: teaching
and support staff, parents, pupils,
governors and local partners.

2.3 The school’s improvement plan details
strategies for the management of
teaching assistants and achieving the
BPTAA.

Who will deliver and
monitor the action?

When will the action
be taken?

N. Smith and L Williams to complete the
action plan.

N. Smith
L. Williams

March 18

N. Smith will inform Teaching Assistant
staff at their training sessions.
N. Smith will inform Teaching staff at the
weekly staff meetings.
L. Williams will inform Governors at Full
Governing body meetings.
L. Williams will inform the parents through
the weekly news letters at intervals
This BPTAA action plan will be attached as
throughout the year.
an appendix to the SIP 17/18 and will be
Local partners will be informed throughout
added to the website where it will be
the year at appropriate meetings throughout
published.
the year.

N. Smith
L. Williams

March - July18

L. Williams

April 2018 - once
action plan
completed

Action to be taken

Evidence to be provided
Copy of the school’s completed Action
Plan.

Updates and on-going information
provided to key partners through staff
meeting minutes, website, newsletter,
minutes of school council meeting,
noticeboard, minutes of governors’
meeting or presentation to governors.

Appropriate section(s) of the school
improvement plan.
BPTAA Action Plan may be attached as an
appendix within the school’s improvement
plan.
Appraisal documentation.

2.4 EVALUATION: The BPTAA Action Plan is
regularly monitored.
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N. Smith and L Williams to monitor the
action plan.

N. Smith
L. Williams
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March - July18

Annotated Action Plan showing
progress towards actions (electronic or
handwritten) and/or notes or minutes of
working group meetings.

Objective 3
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The school has an induction procedure for teaching assistants.

Key performance indicator
3.1 There is a written policy/procedure for
the induction of teaching assistants.

3.2 There is a clear system of line
management for teaching assistants.

3.3 New teaching assistants are assigned a
mentor with structured formal meetings,
along with informal opportunities for
discussion.

Who will deliver and
monitor the action?

When will the action
be taken?

A copy of the induction pack to be placed in
evidence folder.

N. Smith

19.3.18

A copy of the staffing structure to be placed
in the file.
A copy of the performance management
structure to be placed in the file.
N. Smith to write a brief description for the
roles of each teaching assistant.

N. Smith

19.3.18

New TAs are assimilated in to the team
structure grid, as determined by the head
teacher and HLTA. The structure identifies
the team leader, who may be a teacher or
the HLTA. The structure is fluid and
adaptable to school needs. The latest team
structure will eb presented as evidence

L. Williams

May 2018

Action to be taken

Suggested evidence to be provided
Policy/procedure for induction.

Flow chart of line management of
teaching assistants with brief description of
each role within this.

List of mentor/teaching assistant
partnerships.
Notes of mentor/teaching assistant
meetings held during the induction period.

(continued)
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(continued)

The school has an induction procedure for teaching assistants.

Key performance indicator
3.4 Teaching assistants have clear and
accurate job descriptions.

Who will deliver and
monitor the action?

When will the action
be taken?

B Bale (office
manager)

As appointed
and redistributed
each academic year.

All new starters are provided with an
induction pack which they sign and a copy
is kept on file containing all relevant
information.
Safeguarding training is undertaken via a on
line training package.

B Bale (office
manager)

As appointed.

TAs are provided with a fortnightly
professional meeting.
CPD records are maintained - evidence of
training linked to role e.g. MAPA, autism
Safeguarding training records are accurately
maintained
Feedback is regular and immediate
Shadowing experiences are provided for
TAs of those with intervention roles

N Smith

Action to be taken

Yes - All TAs have a job description.
These are to be redistributed at the start of
each academic year as a new initiative.

3.5 Teaching assistants are provided with
written information relevant to their role
within school.

3.6 Roles and responsibilities of teaching
assistants are understood by the
teaching assistants and other staff who
manage/work alongside them.

Suggested evidence to be provided
Teaching assistant job descriptions.

Key policies that consider the contributions
made by teaching assistants: behaviour,
teaching and learning, assessment,
Special Educational Needs and Disabilities
(inclusion).
Staff/teaching assistant handbook.

Ongoing

Safeguarding training completed.
Record of CPD opportunities which clarify
teacher/teaching assistant roles and
expectations.
Observation records of the classroom
practice of new teaching assistants.
Evidence of shadowing experienced,
effective teaching assistants could be part
of this process.
(continued)
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(continued)

The school has an induction procedure for teaching assistants.

Key performance indicator
3.7 EVALUATION: the school reviews
the induction, including gathering
evaluative feedback from teaching
assistants in relation to the quality of the
induction procedures and information
provided.

Action to be taken

A questionnaire will be distributed to TAs
to evaluate the quality of the induction
process.

Who will deliver and
monitor the action?

When will the action
be taken?

N Smith

Immediate - April
2018

Suggested evidence to be provided
Evaluation forms completed by teaching
assistants on their induction process.
Notes or minutes of meetings between
mentor/line manager and teaching
assistants to evaluate the induction
process.
Case studies.

3.8 EVALUATION: evaluation outcomes
including the teaching assistants’
responses are analysed and
appropriate follow-up action is taken.
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The questionnaires will be analysed and
responses considered so that improvements
to the induction process can be made.

N Smith
B Bale
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June 2018

Collation of teaching assistant responses
from evaluations.
Description or evidence about any
resulting actions taken.

Objective 4

Best
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The school provides a system of appraisal for teaching assistants.

Who will deliver and
monitor the action?

When will the action
be taken?

There is a procedure for TA performance
management.
Procedure is demonstrated through the
forms and paperwork completed and is
aligned to school practise through the
termly calendar/diary.
PM team leaders are identified through
school
structure
Annualteam
meetings
take grid.
place, with interim
meetings also forming part of the process.

N Smith
L Williams

Each year - update
grid, distribute
termly planner to all
staff

TA team leaders

On going
throughout the year.

This is in line with school processes and is
achieved through drop ins and informal
observation on a regular basis.
Feedback is most often verbal.
SENCO leader observes intervention
delivery and outcomes for pupils

TA team leaders

Through school
calendar planning
procedures.

Yes

TA team leaders

Through school
calendar planning
procedures.

Action to be taken

Key performance indicator
4.1 There is a written appraisal policy/
procedure for teaching assistants.

4.2 Annual appraisal meetings are held
with teaching assistants which
recognise their success in supporting
children’s learning and consider
development needs.

4.3 Observation of teaching assistant
practice is carried out.

4.4 A written record of the appraisals is
provided.

Suggested evidence to be provided
Written policy/procedure.

Record of annual appraisal meetings held
for teaching assistants.

Observation records and feedback.

Appraisal forms completed and signed by
appraiser and teaching assistant.

(continued)
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Objective 4
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(continued)

The school provides a system of appraisal for teaching assistants.

Key performance indicator
4.5 Training and development
opportunities are available linked to
teaching assistants’ appraisal targets
and development needs.

4.6 EVALUATION: the school gathers
evaluative feedback from teaching
assistants in relation to the extent to
which appraisal has supported their
own and their pupils’ learning and
development.

4.7 EVALUATION: responses to KPI 4.6 are
analysed and appropriate follow-up
action is taken.

Who will deliver and
monitor the action?

When will the action
be taken?

Yes - staff are encouraged to attend
training linked to their job title.
All CPD is logged

L Williams
maintains the log

Ongoing

A questionnaire will be distributed to TAs
to evaluate the extent to which performance
management has supported their own
learning and pupils learning

N Smith

May 2018

The questionnaires will be analysed and
responses considered so that improvements
can be made.

N Smith

June 2018

Action to be taken

Job descriptions have been revised as a
consequence of job review/appraisal
e.g DS - TA3 intervention role

© Prospects Services
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Suggested evidence to be provided
Record of training and development
opportunities offered.

Records of any action and progress
since the previous appraisal and/or a
discussion/questionnaire that provides
teaching assistant views on their appraisal.

Actions taken following evaluation of the
appraisal procedure.
Revised job descriptions.

Best
Practice
with Teaching
Assistants
Award

Objective 5

Teaching assistants are effectively deployed
according to the needs of children and young people.

Key performance indicator
5.1 Well-structured intervention
programmes are used with an
evidence base of effectiveness,
e.g. research, performance data.

5.2 Teaching assistants and teachers are
actively involved in planning which
pupils are involved in the intervention.

5.3 Teaching assistants involved in
interventions provide feedback
to teachers on pupil progress and
participation.

Who will deliver and
monitor the action?

When will the action
be taken?

Yes
Toe by Toe
Word wasp
Stairway to spelling
Reading recovery - racy readers
Phonics intervention
ECAT

D Sawyer

Ongoing

Yes
Provision maps identify TA involvement
TAs involved in EHA, EHC planning
SENCO TA team meet regularly

J Scott

Ongoing

Yes
Intervention sheets are completed
Dialogue is promoted. TAs provide
feedback to pupils in pupil work books.

Teachers

Action to be taken

Suggested evidence to be provided
List of intervention programmes and
teaching assistant involvement.

Provision map.
Planning documents.
SEND local offer document.
Teaching assistant involvement in IEPs,
IBPs, EHCs.

On going

Systems in place for teaching assistants to
provide feedback, e.g. feedback sheets,
sticky notes, marking policy, pupils’ books.
Timetables showing time allocated for
feedback/discussion between teachers
and teaching assistants.

(continued)
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Objective 5

(continued)

Teaching assistants are effectively deployed according to the needs of children and young people.

Key performance indicator
5.4 Teaching assistants are provided with
specific information on the additional
needs of children they support in class.

5.5 EVALUATION: the school monitors
and evaluates the progress of pupils
involved in interventions.

5.6 EVALUATION: the school will vary
pupil participants or the interventions
according to their effectiveness.
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Who will deliver and
monitor the action?

When will the action
be taken?

Yes
IEP's
EHCP's
Pupil progress meetings
Interventions

Teacher
SENCO lead - J
Scott

On going

Yes - see intervention monitoring sheets
See pupil progress meeting notes

L Williams
Intervention lead
SENCO lead

On going

SENCO lead
D Sawyer

Ongoing

Action to be taken

Yes
Intervention timetables are fluid and
adaptable
They are regularly updated.
Provision maps are updated termly

Suggested evidence to be provided
Individual Education Plans.
Education Health and Care Plans.
Examples of how information is shared
with teaching assistants about the needs,
attainment and provision teaching
assistants are supporting.

Tracking documents.
Teaching assistant/teacher assessments.
Planning documents.

Evidence of change in interventions,
e.g. frequency, content, duration and
pupils involved in interventions.
Provision map.
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Objective 6

The school recognises the skills and talents of teaching assistants
and uses these effectively to support the life of the school.

Key performance indicator
6.1 Teaching assistants have sufficient
expertise in any specialism to support
the learning, development and
progress of children and young people.

6.2 This expertise is used and developed
through the deployment of teaching
assistants with the pupils and whole
school community.

Who will deliver and
monitor the action?

When will the action
be taken?

Yes - TAs are appointed through a robust
appointment process, with qualification
checks
CPD is matched to need
Training is provided in intervention
programmes

J Scott
N Smith

On going evaluation
of roles and re
deployment as
required.

Yes - the team structure grid shows how
and where TAs are deployed to match their
level of expertise to their job role.

L Williams
N Smith

Action to be taken

Suggested evidence to be provided
Audit showing skills, talents and relevant
previous work and experience of teaching
assistants.
Qualifications of teaching assistants.
Continuing professional development of
teaching assistants.

On going evaluation
of roles and re
deployment as
required.

An overall view of teaching assistant
deployment in the school using short/
medium/long term timetables or whole
school/departmental matrix.
Provision map.

6.3 Teaching assistants have identified
roles within the school. These will vary
according to the needs of schools but
could include:

a. teaching whole classes without the
teacher present in curriculum or
subject areas

Evidence to be provided on the
deployment and work of teaching
assistants within the school.
These will vary depending on the needs of
the pupils and the school, but suggestions
include:

Yes - HLTA roles; art specialist

N Smith

On going

Planning documents.
Scheme of work.
Lesson content/learning objectives.
Timetables.

(continued)
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(continued)

The school recognises the skills and talents of teaching assistants
and uses these effectively to support the life of the school.

Key performance indicator
b. Special Educational Needs and
Disabilities

Action to be taken

Yes - SEN team

Who will deliver and
monitor the action?

When will the action
be taken?

SENCO lead - J
Scott

On going

Suggested evidence to be provided
Plans for 1-1 or small groups of children
Interventions.
Individual Education Plans.
Education Health and Care Plans.
Monitoring and assessment by teaching
assistants.

c. pastoral support

Yes - pastoral team NS/SR/SP/DB

SENCO lead

On going

Supporting attendance.
Work of learning mentors.
Behaviour support.

List of activities which are actively
supported by teaching assistants, planning
documents, timetable of activities, pupil
attendance numbers.

d. extra-curricular activities

e. work to involve and engage
parents in their child’s education

Yes - pastoral team; SP/DB

LPPA lead - L
Williams/ J Scott/S
Percival

On going

Teaching assistant involvement in
opportunities for parents to support their
own and their child’s learning.

(continued)
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(continued)

The school recognises the skills and talents of teaching assistants
and uses these effectively to support the life of the school.

Key performance indicator
f.

Who will deliver and
monitor the action?

Action to be taken

When will the action
be taken?

Support by teaching assistants for children
and families with EAL, in-class support,
targeted interventions, additional support
for new entrants to the UK.

bilingual support

g. community engagement

Yes - pastoral team; SP/DB

LPPA lead - L
Williams/ J Scott/S
Percival

On going

h. other identified specialist roles.

6.4 EVALUATION: school evaluates the
success and effectiveness of support
provided using the skills and talents of
teaching assistants.
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Suggested evidence to be provided

List of links that teaching assistants provide
with community groups and organisations.

As appropriate.

Yes;
art evaluation; arts mark, internal school
self evaluation process
community/parental engagement - LPPA
award
SEN team - EHC reviews, comments from
external advisors re quality of provision for
SEN children

Subject leaders
L Williams
J Scott
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On going

Evaluation of the impact of at least three
of these areas of support is expected to
be undertaken. Evidence could include
qualitative and quantitative data, but
should focus on outcomes for pupils’
learning and progress.
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Objective 7

Teaching assistants are prepared for their role through
the provision of training and development opportunities.

Key performance indicator
7.1 Audit provides information on teaching
assistant qualifications and CPD
opportunities completed.

7.2 Training and development needs of
teaching assistants are identified in line
with the needs of the pupils, the needs
of teaching assistants and the priorities
of the school.

Who will deliver and
monitor the action?

When will the action
be taken?

TA qualifications are recorded on
application form.
CPD once employed is logged; particularly
that pertaining to safe guarding.

Single Central
record maintained
by Y Pyle.
L Williams
maintains training
log.

As training occurs

Training is linked to SIP, performance
management process and specific pupil
needs.
Safeguarding training is a priority alongsde
training to meet needs of specific pupils

Staff line managers
through appraisal

Annual audit
PM reviews and
interim PM reviews

Action to be taken

Suggested evidence to be provided
Audit showing any CPD that teaching
assistants have completed in the last two
years, in addition to any qualifications
already held, particularly those at Level 2
and above, and Maths and English.
Gaps in knowledge identified through
the audit of qualifications and CPD;
appraisals; specialist requirements for
pupils (e.g. handling, sign language);
requirements of the school improvement
plan (e.g. new educational initiatives,
focus on curriculum area).
Staff training plan.

7.3 The school facilitates CPD opportunities
identified in KPI 7.2.

7.4 Teaching assistants have up-to-date
safeguarding training.

Yes
training logs
safeguarding log
TA fortnightly training schedule
Support for volunteers

N Smith
L Williams

On going

Yes - see safeguarding training log.
This is prioritised

B Bale
L Williams
Governors

On going

Record of training/development
opportunities planned or completed.
This could include, e.g. INSET, external
training, joint training with teachers,
sharing of learning from course attendees,
work shadowing, supervision meetings,
qualifications, in-school teaching assistant
meetings and support and development
of those who aspire to be teaching
assistants.
List of teaching assistants and their dates
and type of training (e.g. INSET, online).

(continued)
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(continued)

Teaching assistants are prepared for their role through
the provision of training and development opportunities.

Key performance indicator
7.5 The school facilitates training in
teaching assistant support in specialisms
or intervention programmes.

7.6 Where teaching assistants are used to
teach whole classes, they are trained in
classroom management and relevant
curriculum/subject knowledge.

7.7 Teaching assistants are aware of
essential school policies, including
where appropriate: behaviour,
anti-bullying; teaching and learning,
curriculum subjects, assessment.

Who will deliver and
monitor the action?

When will the action
be taken?

Yes
Toe by Toe
ECAT
Stairway to spelling
Word wasp/team teach
Lego therapy

N Smith
J Scott ( SEND
leader)

on going

Yes
HLTA status
Attendance at whole staff training/meetings
Arts award assessor training#
Meetings with subject leader
PPA and management time provided in
curriculum week

N Smith

on going

Yes - available through induction pack and
on website ( signed to say received)
Policy updates communicated through
fortnightly meetings
All TAs have a school email - safe guarding
newsletters distributed to all staff.

N Smith

Action to be taken

Suggested evidence to be provided
List of interventions and relevant teaching
assistant training planned or completed.
CPD record.

CPD record.
Qualifications of teaching assistants.
HLTA status.
Observations.

on going

Copies of, or extracts from, policies that
consider the contribution of teaching
assistants with a clear view of their role.
Teaching assistant/staff handbook.

(continued)
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(continued)

Teaching assistants are prepared for their role through
the provision of training and development opportunities.

Key performance indicator

Action to be taken

Who will deliver and
monitor the action?

When will the action
be taken?

Sep 2017

7.8 Regular meetings provide opportunities
for teaching assistants to meet together
and share experiences.

Fortnightly meeting scheduled - introduced
this academic year

N Smith

7.9 EVALUATION: the school gathers
evaluative feedback from teaching
assistants about the value of the training
opportunities provided for their own
and for pupils’ learning.

Questionnaire to be distributed to TA to
determine the value of the training
opportunities provided for their own and for
pupils learning.

N Smith

Questionnaires will be evaluated and action
to improve will be taken

N Smith

7.10 EVALUATION: the school collates
evaluations and provides feedback
to teaching assistants on any resulting
actions.
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Suggested evidence to be provided
Timetable of teaching assistant meetings.
Meeting agendas and minutes.

May - June 2018

Cascading content from external courses
to other teaching assistants.
Evaluations completed following training
sessions or meetings.

June - July 2018

Changes resulting to teaching assistant/
teacher practice following training.
Changes to future training sessions
following evaluations.
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Objective 8

Teaching assistants are well prepared to support pupils through a range of opportunities
which involve them in planning, preparation and feedback on progress, learning and development of pupils.

Key performance indicator
8.1 Teaching assistants are provided with
appropriate curriculum guidance to
help them to support children’s learning
and development.

8.2 Teaching assistants are provided with
specific information on the additional
needs of children they support in class.

8.3 Teachers and teaching assistants have
opportunities to share plans, including
learning objectives and the teaching
assistant role in lessons.

Who will deliver and
monitor the action?

When will the action
be taken?

Planning is shared.
TA's are mainly deployed in classrooms
under the guidance of the teacher.
TA's are trained in teaching reading
approaches ( SR/EMc)

Class teachers
Subject leaders

On going
daily lessons
weekly planning of
units of work

Yes - contributions to provision maps and
IEPs.
Contribution to EHCP's
Information shared about medical needs ;
pupil based risk assessments signed,
positive handling plans shared.

Class teachers
SENCO leader

Yes
Shared time each day and at the beginning
of each lesson

Class teachers

Action to be taken

At least termly

Best
Practice
with Teaching
Assistants
Award

Suggested evidence to be provided
Planning documents.
Curriculum overviews.
Training opportunities (links with
Objective 5).
Individual Education Plans.
Education Health and Care plans.
Methods of providing medical/Special
Educational Needs and Disability
information about the children teaching
assistants are supporting.

Daily

Annotated plans.
Timetables of teacher/teaching assistant
meeting time.
Classroom observations.

8.4 Teaching assistants have opportunities
to provide feedback to teachers
on pupil progress, learning and
development.

© Prospects Services

V.1

Systems for opportunities for teaching
assistants to provide feedback, e.g.
feedback books, feedback sheets,
reading records, assessment records
completed by teaching assistants, marked
pupils’ work, marking policy, contributions
to annual reviews.

Systems for opportunities for teaching
Many systems in place for teaching
assistants to provide feedback, e.g.
marking assessments/tests/completing
analysis grids, eading records, assessment
records ompleted by teaching assistants,
marking pupils’ work, contribution to
annual reviews/EHAs

(continued)
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Objective 8

(continued)

Teaching assistants are well prepared to support pupils through a range of opportunities which involve
them in planning, preparation and feedback on progress, learning and development of pupils.

Key performance indicator
8.5 Where teaching assistants are used to
teach whole classes, their planning and
preparation is monitored and directed
by a qualified teacher.

8.6 EVALUATION: strategies for teaching
assistants to support preparation on a
day-to-day basis are monitored and
evaluated.

8.7 Evaluations are collated following the
review in KPI 8.6 and necessary actions
taken.
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Who will deliver and
monitor the action?

When will the action
be taken?

Yes;
Art - ZQ
RE - class teacher
EYFS - class teacher

Subject leaders
Class teachers

On going

Subject leaders monitor the outcomes for
children, which includes the work of TA's

Subject leaders
SLT

Termly monitoring
schedule

Action to be taken

Suggested evidence to be provided
Monitoring of planning and outcomes of
lessons by subject leaders/coordinators.
Planning files.

Staff meetings.
Teaching assistant meetings.
Subject leaders’ monitoring and data.

SENCO leader monitors provision for SEN,
including the input from TA's

All monitoring work is formally recorded
and collated by HT, with follow up action
( EBI) suggested and followed up

Best
Practice
with Teaching
Assistants
Award

SLT
HT
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Termly monitoring
schedule

Collation of responses to KPI 8.6 and any
actions taken.

Objective 9

The school ensures effective deployment and classroom practice of teaching assistants.

Key performance indicator
9.1 Teaching assistants have opportunities
to work with pupils of different needs
and abilities.

9.2 Teaching assistants foster independent
and autonomous learning, e.g. through
encouraging less dependency and
more open questioning to support
thinking and learning.

Who will deliver and
monitor the action?

When will the action
be taken?

Yes
3,2,1 readers
Ability groups
Mixed ability groups
Whole classes

N Smith
Class teachers

Weekly planning of
timetable and
effective TA
deployment

Yes ; particularly with their support with
reading and developing knowledge of
multiplication facts.
Guided reading groups develop open ended
questioning.

N Smith
Class teachers

Class teachers
continually
reinforce this
message.

Head teacher
SENCO leader
Class teachers

Daily

Action to be taken

9.3 Teaching assistants have opportunities
to use effective mechanisms to promote Yes
TAs are key partners in promoting effective
and reward good behaviour and
behaviour for learning.
progress in line with school policies.

Behaviour charts are maintained by TA's
School behaviour policy is consistently
supported by all staff.

Best
Practice
with Teaching
Assistants
Award

Suggested evidence to be provided
Planning documents.
Observations.

Observations which include comments
on whether teaching assistants open
up talk through questioning to support
learning and thinking; teaching assistants
encourage children to become
independent learners.

Behaviour policy.
Rewards and sanctions used by teaching
assistants.
Observations.

(continued)
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Objective 9

Best
Practice
with Teaching
Assistants
Award

(continued)

The school ensures effective deployment and classroom practice of teaching assistants.

Key performance indicator
9.4 EVALUATION: the school considers any
changes to the teaching assistant
staffing structure, e.g. having distinct
roles such as subject specific roles,
nurturing roles, teacher/classroom
support roles.

9.5 EVALUATION: the progress of individual
or groups of children supported by
teaching assistants is monitored and
reviewed.
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Who will deliver and
monitor the action?

When will the action
be taken?

Staffing structure is continually monitored
and adjusted to ensure distinct roles are
staffed appropriately and effectively.

N Smith
J Scott ( SEND)

At least termly

Yes ;
pupil progress meetings
intervention evaluations
EHC reviews
SEN progress files maintained by TA's
School tracking data - termly

Head teacher

Action to be taken

Suggested evidence to be provided
Teaching assistant changed deployment
and structure following the audit and pupil
data if appropriate.
Provision map.
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At least termly

School tracking data.
Teaching assistant and/or teacher
assessments.

Best
Practice
with Teaching
Assistants
Award

Objective 10

The school summarises its achievements against
the BPTAA Objectives and KPIs and outlines its future plans.

This Objective will be developed and implemented during the BPTAA period.

Key performance indicator
10.1 The school has plans to ensure the
effective leadership and management
of teaching assistants beyond the
achievement of the BPTAA and sets
these out on the Objective 10 Evidence
Record.

10.2 The school has identified its key
evaluative findings and next steps
under each of Objectives 3–9 using the
Objective 10 Evidence Record.
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Who will deliver and
monitor the action?

When will the action
be taken?

Objective 10 evidence record to be
completed

N Smith

May - July 2018

Objective 10 evidence record to be
completed

N Smith

May - July 2018

Action to be taken
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Suggested evidence to be provided
Evidence for Objectives 1 and 2 is to be
provided by completing the Objective 10
Evidence Record.

Evidence for Objectives 3–9 is to be
provided by completing the Objective 10
Evidence Record.

